ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ENTITY INFORMATION

ENTITY NAME:       NV IRON DESIGNS LLC
ENTITY ID:         23421523
ENTITY TYPE:       Domestic LLC
EFFECTIVE DATE:    09/09/2022
CHARACTER OF BUSINESS:  Construction
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE:  Manager-Managed
PERIOD OF DURATION:  Perpetual
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:  N/A

STATUTORY AGENT INFORMATION

STATUTORY AGENT NAME:   buck burroughs
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:       11058 E. Rafael Ave, MESA, AZ 85212
MAILING ADDRESS:        11058 E. Rafael Ave, MESA, AZ 85212

PRINCIPAL ADDRESS

Att: Taylor Dacquisto, 3050 Sunrise Heights Dr, HENDERSON, NV 89052

PRINCIPALS

Member and Manager: Taylor Dacquisto - 3050 Sunrise Heights Dr, HENDERSON, NV, 89052, USA - tndlvnv@gmail.com - Date of Taking Office: 09/09/2022

ORGANIZERS

taylor dacquisto: 3050 Sunrise Heights Dr, HENDERSON, NV, 89052, USA, tndlvnv@gmail.com

SIGNATURES

Organizer: Taylor Dacquisto - 09/09/2022